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## Highlights

08 **Vanishing value**
As AMD cements its place at the top of the CPU charts, Richard Swinburne explores how the company has cast off its value label.

10 **Have some standards**
The advertising standards authority has taken action against misleading game ads, and Tracy King thinks it’s about time too.

16 **AMD Ryzen 5000 series**
AMD’s new Zen 3 processors are here and conquering all. We put the Ryzen 9 5900X and Ryzen 7 5800X to the test, while also taking you through what memory you need and how to overclock the new chips.

24 **Nvidia GeForce RTX 3090 reviewed**
We put Nvidia’s monstrous flagship GPU through its paces.

30 **Visual bliss**
LG’s new 38in ultrawide display is the ultimate big screen upgrade, but it comes at a price.

48 **PCI-E 4 SSDs**
With PCI-E 4 becoming more commonplace, we put the several of the latest ultrafast NVMe M.2 SSDs to the test.

56 **Wireless keyboards**
Had enough of cables cluttering your desk? We try out some of the latest wireless mechanical keyboards.

76 **Star Wars: Squadrons**
Touted as the best Star Wars game in a generation, does Star Wars: Squadrons live up to its billing?

78 **AMD Zen 3 deep dive**
A host of changes lie at the heart of AMD’s new Zen 3 processors. Edward Chester explores what makes the new dies dance.

86 **Squaring up**
Sometimes you want a game to look blocky rather than blurry, even on a modern high-resolution screen. Mark Simpson explores how integer scaling lets you achieve this look.

92 **Hobby tech**
Gareth Halfacree reviews the new RasPad 3 tablet housing, which turns a Raspberry Pi 4 Model B into a battery-powered tablet with a touch-screen.

100 **Upgrade your thermal paste**
We show you how to boost your GPU and laptop cooling with liquid metal paste.

102 **Cooling considerations**
Antony Leather explores the cooling implications of the RTX 3080 Founders Edition’s unique cooler design and the advantages of upgrading to liquid metal TIM in laptops.

114 **Automatic for the people**
Once a niche dark art, James Gorbold argues overclocking is set to return to its roots as automatic CPU overclocking leaves little room for manual fun.
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